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Address SPIE Energy Solutions GmbH 
Balcke-Dürr-Allee 7 
40882 Ratingen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Waste Heat Recovery Glass Industry

Our promise: guaranteed energy and cost savings.

Our energy saving contracting service saves our customers energy and costs to the extent guaranteed by contract.

We optimize your energy generation and conversion processes and can also manage the entire operation of your existing system technology. Our
company bears the risk of achieving the guaranteed efficiency increase and ensures legally approved facility operation plus total supply reliability. The
measures we implement enhance the quality of your supply and reduce operating costs.

The savings we achieve are shared with our customers. This helps to refinance the required measures.

Our guarantee promise also applies if the customer handles the financing of these measures independently. 

Our spectrum of services includes:

Efficiency increase of existing power generating facilities and integration in the ov erall concept
Compilation and realization of financing concepts with partners for the overall measures taken
Assumption of performance guarantee
Constant facility condition monitoring, energy consumption monitoring
Continuous fine-tuning of facilities
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